# DENTAL - PERIODONTICS (DPRD)

### DPRD 780 Periodontics L
This course is designed to acquaint the student practitioner with the fundamentals of periodontal surgery necessary for the comprehensive practice of general dentistry. A major emphasis includes understanding the normal periodontium and a correlation of the events in the histopathology of inflammation, trauma and wound healing.

**Activity:** Lecture  
**2.0 Credit Hours**

### DPRD 781 Periodontics Clinic
The Periodontics Clinic provides third- and fourth-year students the opportunity to treat patients with differences of severity in existing periodontal disease.

**Activity:** Clinic  
**5.25 Credit Hours**

### DPRD 881 Periodontics Clinic
The Periodontics Clinic provides fourth-year students the opportunity to treat patients with differences of severity in existing periodontal disease. In most cases, the patients afford the students adequate experiences and impart to them comprehensive knowledge of the tissues of the periodontium and the fundamental principles underlying the prevention and treatment of diseases that afflict the periodontal tissues.

**Activity:** Clinic  
**5.0 Credit Hours**